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tion in March. And there still are a few signs of its past. The metal, V-shaped 
bathroom vanities, for example, were installed when Morgans Hotel Group, 
then headed by Ian Schrager, owned the property in the 1990s.

Still, the two-story “living room” lobby conjures real drama appropriate 
for the live-theater houses nearby, complete with wooden, bird-like floating 
sculptures, a massive fireplace and a DJ booth. 

The hotel was purchased by RFR Holding in 2011, and this fall it will reopen 
Billy Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe nightclub 61 years after it was shuttered.

Early September weekend rates start at about $275 a night and approach 
about $350 a night for a deluxe king room.

While the aforementioned Schrager cast his own shadow on the New York 

boutique hotels that have opened since his first in 1984, so has Starwood Ho-
tels’ W, whose first “lifestyle” hotel opened on Lexington Avenue in 1999. 

W’s indirect influence can be felt at a couple of recently rehabbed hotels 
nearby.  The 124-room St. Giles Hotel New York-the Tuscany, which sits on 
a relatively quiet block of East 39th Street in Murray Hill, was previously the 
W New York the Tuscany before Starwood sold the property (along with the 
Court, its sister hotel down the block) in 2010. 

The Tuscany reopened late last year with a look that’s slightly less splashy 
and a little more whimsical, including a tiled entryway that feels somewhat 
grotto-ish and rich-toned rooms that are relatively large by legendarily com-
pact Manhattan standards. 

The coup de grace, for those willing to lay out the cash, will be the hotel’s 
3,000-square-foot penthouse suite, set to open on the hotel’s 17th floor by fall. 
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